ConSecur trains your
your security experts
CONSECUR CERTIFIED CYBER DEFENCE SPECIALIST [CSCDS]
CONSECUR CERTIFIED CYBER DEFENCE ANALYST [CSCDA]

Train with ConSecur your
own security experts!
defense center. Both seminars we also offer as a five-day
course. The ConSecur trainer and senior consultants have
many years of experience in setting up and operate cyber
defense centers. In the seminars you convey technical and
conceptual knowledge about information security as well as
logical and problem-oriented thinking.

Experts for information security are sought everywhere.
How would it be if you train personnel from your own ranks
to become security specialists?
In our seminars CONSECUR ZERTIFIZIERTER CYBER
DEFENSE SPEZIALIST [CSCDS] and CONSECUR ZERTIFIZIERTER CYBER DEFENSE ANALYST [CSCDA] your employees will get the basics of information security and the
qualification to put a stop to cyber criminals in the cyber

ConSecur - passion for IT-Security.
We have been developing and implementing security
conepts for information processing for 20 years. In
addition, we evaluate and improve existing infrastructures,
train users and advise our customers at the selection of IT
security components. In todays mainly digital world,
information is a very high company value. Our aim is to
protect the information from attacks by unauthorized
persons and to grant access only to authorized persons.

Since 1999, we have been supporting a steadily growing
customer base, which inludes companies from sectors
such as telecommunication, automotive, finance,
chemicals and public institutions.
All the experience we have gained in setting up and
operating the Cyber Defense Center now we include in our
training and education programme.

ConSecur security training – module overview
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COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL
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MODUL 1:
BASICS IT AND
INFORMATION SECURITY

leave no questions unanswered.

[CSCDS]

CONSECUR CERTIFIED CYBER DEFENSE EXPERT (CSCDS)
Our package for generalists. The seminar for security allrounder teaches the
basics of information security. You will learn how cyber criminals act and how to
ward off their attacks.

STEPHAN ILIC –
SENIOR ADVISOR CYBER DEFENCE

ENRICO HARTEMA –
SENIOR ADVISOR CYBER DEFENCE

ROB SUURLAND–
SENIOR ADVISOR CYBER DEFENCE

„IT is everywhere -and everywhere
where IT is, there is a potential target.“

„Cyber Criminals use the confidentiality
of personal relationships to achieve
their goals.“

„The know-how in-house is crucial for
the agility companies use to tackle
threats. “

MODUL 4:
MALWARE

MODUL 5:
SECURITY INCIDENT RESPONSE

Most of the security incidents is related

So far, we have learned a lot about how

to malware. A key skill for security
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security incidents.

solutions.

[CSCDA]

CONSECUR CERTIFIED CYBER DEFENSE ANALYST [CSCDA]
Our package for the training of security analysts. This seminar is based on
CSCDS and provides the tools for successful, effective and efficient work n the
Cyber Defense Center.
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